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DI Eastern Ontario November 2019 Newsletter  

CREATIVITY EXTRAVAGANZA DAY 

Wow.  It is November and we are just weeks away from hosting our first Eastern Ontario Creativity 
Extravaganza Day on Saturday November 30th at Ecole Paul Desmarais in Stittsville.  

Event Registration 

Team Managers will receive by email a copy of the day’s schedule with a link to our registration form.  

A Media Release form must be completed by ALL Team Members participating in either regional events (like 
the Creativity Extravaganza) or the provincial tournament. PLEASE NOTE and COMPLETE FORM attached on 
the LAST PAGE of this Newsletter. 

Sneak Preview 

Here is what’s in store for this day: five fantastic workshops in the morning and three thrilling instant 
challenges in the afternoon.  

Morning Workshops 

1. Telling your Own Story – The goal is to provide students with a stronger understanding of the importance 
of story elements and how to incorporate them into their IC and main Challenge presentations. 

2. Building Outside the Blocks – The goal is to support students understanding of the connections between 
materials, fasteners, tools and safety equipment. 

3. Decoding the Challenges – The goal is to help students understand how to read the challenges, decoding 
the points and key words to help them comprehend their instructions. 

4. Material Mix-Up – The goal is to guide student in understanding the variety of uses for materials in an 
Instant Challenge (paper can: extend, support, hold, connect, transport...) 

5. Thinking on the Spot – The goal is to encourage students to go with the flow, “mistakes” can inspire 
innovative ideas.  Inspire students to use expression and body language to enhance their presentation. 

Afternoon Instant Challenges 

Each team will do three different Instant Challenges in the afternoon.  After each IC the Appraisers will lead 
the teams through self-reflection, modeling how IC could be done during your team meetings.  

Task-Based Challenge – are more hands-on type challenges. Team members must work together to 
communicate, move, change or protect something with the materials they are given by the Appraisers. 
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Sometimes they will be given items which they must manipulate and then give related verbal responses 
about what they have done with them for score. 

Performance-Based Challenges - require teams to create a performance from real or imaginary props. The 
team must either create these props from given materials or use ones already provided. The type of 
presentation for these Instant Challenges will vary. They may include one or more of the following: singing, 
miming, rhyming, dancing, etc. Team members may enhance their characterizations and incorporate areas of 
Story Line Development and theatrical elements. 

Combination Challenges – involve teams working on a task, planning a performance and then presenting 

to the Appraisers.  It is important for teams to see how dividing up the work is part of being a team. 

NEXT STEPS FOR TEAM MANAGERS  
 

1. If your team has already selected their Team Challenge, it is VERY important that you log back into 
the RESOURCE Area of the main DI website & select which Challenge your team has chosen.  

2. ALL Team Managers (Ottawa/ Eastern Ontario): after collecting ALL of the MEDIA RELEASE forms for 
your team, please scan/photograph and send to: eor@diontario.org 

3. ALL Team Managers please register your team by Nov 15, 2019. You will NEED to know how many 
students will be attending each of the five Workshops. Note that ONE adult can accompany your team 
members in each of the workshops. 

 
Please note: The afternoon your team will be all together for their IC practice.  Because this is not a 
tournament there will be three to five other teams in the room as well.  Adults are welcome to line the 
classroom walls to observe your team while they work on their Instant Challenges. 

DECEMBER NEWSLETTER  
Our December Newsletter will return with heaps of helpful tips and resource reminders to help you prepare 
for the March 7, 2020 DI Ontario PROVINCIAL Tournament. 

In the meantime please visit https://www.destinationimagination.org/ to guide you towards a successful DI 

year. Please DO reach out to our DI Eastern Ontario team if you have ANY QUESTIONS and we will do our 
best to answer your questions or redirect you to where you can find the answer. 

Creatively Yours, 

Susanne Reid 
Regional Director, Eastern Ontario 
 
Contact Us  eor@diontario.org 
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